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VECTOR21 S TA N D A R D FE ATURE S
Interior acrylic		
All available colors
Synthetic cabinet		
All-weather
Insulation		
Foam over plumbing
Valve control		
V-O-L-T™ System, V3 Controls
Filtration system		
ConstantClean™
Water features		
2 backlit pop ups
Interior lights		
LED color lights
Jetpods			
Interchangeable & stainless steel trim
Drain			Interior drain
Headrests		
Resilient EVA material
Energy cover		
4-2.5 in taper, 1.5 lb foam
			
VECTOR21 OPTIONS
Audio system		
Cosmic™ audio with twin speakers
Audio add-ons		
Audio expansion port, RF audio control kit
Wi-Fi transceiver		
Plus one year Cloud service
LED lights		
Starlight™ LED lighting
Insulation		 Full-foam
Performance upgrade
240V/160 GPM upgrade (V65L)
Pump upgrade		
Two-pump upgrade (V77L)
Ozonator		
CD ozonator w/Mazzei injector
Sanitation		
In-line sanitation system
DuraBase™		
High-impact acrylic
Wireless Cloud connectivity ControlMySpa™ RF
Skin treatment		
MicroSilk® (except V77L 2-pump model)
Cover lift			
Marquis Cover Companion
VECTOR21 ENVIRONMENTS™
Step I, Step II, Step II Hinged, Corner Bench,
Storage Benches: 36 in (91 cm), 43 in (109 cm) & 53 in (135 cm)

s o ul at 10 4 d eg r ees .
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VECTOR21 V-O-L-T ™ SYSTEM
Vector-Optimized Laminar Therapy (V-O-L-T)
System is a powerful performance feature within
the high-flow therapy design of Vector21. In

But the colossal Whitewater-4™ jet will really move you
with a stimulating foot, leg or whole-body massage.

Deep-Tissue Massage Seat*

Relaxation Massage Seat*

Shiatsu Massage Seat*

Swedish Massage Seat*

VARIABLE VELOCITY VALVES ™ (V 3)

laminar flow there are no cross-currents perpendicular

Simple to understand and operate, Variable Velocity

to the direction of flow, nor eddies or swirls of water.

Valves (V3) are the Vector21’s primary flow-control

This delivers maximized flow volumes and significant

system. Throttle from 0 to 100 percent of a pump’s

hydrotherapy benefits. Also unique are the Jetpods:

water flow to specific seats. Between three and five V3

Directional Jetpods provide deep muscle massage by

Throttle Controls are available depending on which hot

targeting precise locations; Orbital Jetpods address

tub you select, each located near the seat or pair of

a broad area with a rotating massage delivering a

seats it activates. How smart is that!

strong, paced flow and a true sensation of massage
movement on the skin; Conal Jetpods benefit an

But don’t just take our word for it. Schedule a private

expanded skin surface area with a gentler massage.

test soak to experience the feeling yourself!

JETPODS DELIVER SPECIALIZED MASSAGE
THERAPY AND CUSTOMIZATION
Vector21 can deliver water precisely where you want it around
the vessel to maximize the delivery of hydrotherapy benefits.
Adding to the unique flow dynamics created by Vector21’s
revolutionary design, Jetpods allow you to maximize your
experience and are now arranged in a collection of specialized
massage seats.
Deep-Tissue Massage Seat An array of Directional
Jetpods drives this muscle and deep-tissue massage therapy
concept. Strategically placed to offer larger muscle groups a
deeper massage experience, the Directional Jetpods can be
adjusted to penetrate deeply into muscle locations without
high-pressure skin surface irritation. Deep-tissue massage is
often used for over-used and stressed muscle recovery. The
high-flow hydrotherapy engineered into Vector21 maximizes
this muscle and fascia Deep-Tissue Massage Seat experience.
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Shiatsu Massage Seat Inspired by the Japanese concept
in massage therapy, shiatsu means “finger pressure” and looks
to move pressure to areas that open up the meridians and
return balance to the body. Orbital Jetpods rotate over the
skin creating a firm, yet moving sensation as it penetrates the
surface tissue. The Shiatsu Massage Seat location can help you

relax and rebalance as Vector21 transports you to a better place.
Relaxation Massage Seat Conal Jetpods provide a
gentle topical sensation of movement on the surface of the
skin. They uniquely diffuse the flow to provide a persistent
gentle massage without deeper muscle manipulation. The
Relaxation Massage Seat is a peaceful location to re-center.
Swedish Massage Seat This configuration utilizes
Directional, Orbital and Conal Jetpods. Swedish Massage
incorporates an array of concepts, with massage strokes that
glide and knead, as well as provide friction and vibration. All
intended to increase the blood flow, unbind fascia and wake up
the body’s circulation. The Swedish Massage Seat can offer a
variety of massage sensations simultaneously.
Not to be forgotten is foot reflexology, the belief that reflex
points in the feet correspond to different body organs and
systems, and that pressing them creates real health benefits.
Vector21 hot tubs feature reflexology footwells, and some
models also feature a colossal Whitewater-4™ jet in the
footwell. The massive flow volume of this revolutionary jet
design is a great foot-massage feature.
*Specialized Massage Therapy Seats may vary from model to model
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CONSTANTCLEAN ™
& SMARTCLEAN ™
ConstantClean includes Vortex filtration that

pulls debris from both the surface and bottom of the
hot tub and SmartClean technology that automatically
schedules a cleanup cycle after the hot tub is used.
ConstantClean+ includes an optional ozonator to oxidize
bacteria and contaminants, plus an optional in-line
system that feeds minerals and sanitizes on an automatic
basis. This comprehensive management of water care
results in less chemical use, longer periods between
draining and filling and crystal clean water.
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MICROSILK ® HEALTH
& BEAUTY
MicroSilk beauty treatment moisturizes and
hydrates at the same time, making your skin

T W

feel luxuriously silky as well as reducing fine lines and
wrinkles. Micro-bubbles literally envelope your body in
a soothing, effervescent cloud of oxygen. Yes, oxygen
is good for your skin. Increased oxygen levels result in

v65L:

3 PERSON HOT TUB

Specialized Seats:

Deep-Tissue

Relaxation

Swedish

The V65L is your personal vacation at home. Its compact size fits
tight spaces, and can be located anywhere thanks to 120 Volt
plug-and-play convenience. 22 Jetpods soothe weary muscles, a
comfortable Commander’s Lounge lets you really chill out, plus a
cooldown seat is the perfect perch. Just add friends for serious fun!
SIZE
THERAPY SEATS
JETS
V3 CONTROLS
PUMPS
FLOW RATE
ELECTRICAL
WATER CAPACITY
WEIGHT DRY/FULL

US/CA 60Hz
65 X 84 X 29.5 in
3
22
3
One 2-SPEED
120 GPM
120V 15A
240V 30 OR 50A**
210 Gal
440/2191 lb

INTL 50Hz
165 X 213 X 75 cm
3
22
3
One 2-SPEED
606 LPM
230V 16-32A*
N/A
795 L
200/994 kg

v77L:

v84:

5 PERSON HOT TUB

Specialized Seats:

Deep-Tissue

Relaxation

Shiatsu

Swedish

The V77L is your family conversation pit to accommodate five
people with room to move around. Stretch your legs in the
Commander’s Lounge, or take a breather on the cooldown
seat. 27 Jetpods deliver a professional massage, and three V3
Controls put the action at your fingertips!
SIZE
THERAPY SEATS
JETS
V3 CONTROLS
PUMPS
FLOW RATE
ELECTRICAL
WATER CAPACITY
WEIGHT DRY/FULL

US/CA 60Hz
77 X 77 X 36 in
5
27
3
One 2-SPEED
Two 2-SPEED***
160 GPM / 320 GPM
240V 30 OR 50A
270 Gal
550/2805 lb

INTL 50Hz		
196 X 196 X 91 cm
5
27
3
One 2-SPEED
Two 2-SPEED***
606 LPM / 1211 LPM
230V 16A/32A*
1022 L
249/1272 kg

*May be wired 1 x 16A, 2 x 16A, 1 x 32A, 3 phase **With optional performance 240V upgrade (US/Canada only) ***With optional two-pump upgrade

better circulation and cellular respiration, which in turn

6 PERSON HOT TUB

Specialized Seats:

Deep-Tissue (2)

Relaxation

leaves the skin glowing and radiant due to rapid skin cell
Shiatsu

Swedish

The V84 allows you to voyage with your family year-round. Six
seating positions are fit for a clan, plus a high perch to feel the
power of the Whitewater-4 jet. Add 36 Jetpods to deliver a
customized massage, and five V3 Controls to target your trouble
spots and you’ll be off on a world of hydromassage adventure!
SIZE
THERAPY SEATS
JETS
V3 CONTROLS
PUMPS
FLOW RATE
ELECTRICAL
WATER CAPACITY
WEIGHT DRY/FULL

US/CA 60Hz
84 X 84 X 36 in
6
37
5
Two 2-SPEED
320 GPM
240V 30 OR 50A
320 Gal
700/3372 lb

INTL 50Hz
213 X 213 X 91 cm
6
37
5
Two 2-SPEED
1211 LPM
230V 32A*
1211 L
318/1530 kg

regeneration. Sounds like one unique option you’ll love!
To find out more about this revolutionary system visit:
marquisspas.com/microsilk.
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VECTOR21 ENTERTAINMENT
Now let’s pump up the pleasure with the
optional Cosmic™ audio system, featuring

Bluetooth connectivity, integrated speakers and a
subwoofer.
The optional RF remote and audio expansion ports allow
you to manage your tunes from afar. Ready, set, party!
Don’t forget the light show with optional Starlight™ LED
accent lighting to create a vivid hot tub experience.
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But why stop there? Don’t you need an Environments
surround in your life? Built to last with the exact exterior
materials of Vector21 hot tubs, benches and corners add
a built-in appearance and provide tons of seating.
Other modular components are also available for your
Vector21. Many of the benches provide valuable storage
for all your hot tub supplies. Turn your hot tub into a haven!

v84L:

v94:

5 PERSON HOT TUB

Specialized Seats:

Deep-Tissue

Relaxation

Shiatsu

Swedish

The V84L assures you and your friends are going to blast off in
this dynamic hot tub. Five people can easily find the perfect seat,
including a cooldown seat. The Commander’s Lounge provides
head-to-toe relief. 35 Jetpods, a thunderous Whitewater-4 jet, plus
four V3 Controls provide the command you require.

SIZE
THERAPY SEATS
JETS
V3 CONTROLS
PUMPS
FLOW RATE
ELECTRICAL
WATER CAPACITY
WEIGHT DRY/FULL

US/CA 60Hz
84 X 84 X 36 in
5
36
4
Two 2-SPEED
320 GPM
240V 30 OR 50A
340 Gal
700/3539 lb

*May be wired 1 x 16A, 2 x 16A, 1 x 32A, 3 phase

INTL 50Hz
213 X 213 X 91 cm
5
36
4
Two 2-SPEED
1211 LPM
230V 16A/32A*
1287 L
318/1605 kg

v94L:

7 PERSON HOT TUB

Specialized Seats:

Deep-Tissue

Relaxation

Shiatsu

Swedish

The V94 is a virtual giant, providing all the room you need,
including two bonus steps. The Whitewater-4 jet delivers a
volcanic eruption of exhilarating therapy. Add two dual-speed
pumps, the V-O-L-T system and 40 Jetpods, and you have one
dynamic hot tub engineered for a crowd!

SIZE
THERAPY SEATS
JETS
V3 CONTROLS
PUMPS
FLOW RATE
ELECTRICAL
WATER CAPACITY
WEIGHT DRY/FULL

US/CA 60Hz
94 X 94 X 36 in
7
41
5
Two 2-SPEED
320 GPM
240V 30 OR 50A
400 Gal
840/4176 lb

INTL 50Hz
239 X 239 X 91 cm
7
41
5
Two 2-SPEED
1211 GPM
230V 32A*
1514 L
381/1894 kg

7 PERSON HOT TUB

Specialized Seats:

Deep-Tissue

Relaxation

Shiatsu

Swedish (2)

The V94L, with its full Commander’s Lounge, is the laid-back
brother to the V94. Two dual-speed pumps, the V-O-L-T system,
43 Jetpods, and five V3 Controls create revitalizing therapy. Plus,
the Whitewater-4 jet delivers a volcanic eruption of exhilarating
therapy, especially to feet and legs.

SIZE
THERAPY SEATS
JETS
V3 CONTROLS
PUMPS
FLOW RATE
ELECTRICAL
WATER CAPACITY
WEIGHT DRY/FULL

US/CA 60Hz
94 X 94 X 36 in
7
44
5
Two 2-SPEED
320 GPM
240V 30 OR 50A
445 Gal
840/4555 lb

INTL 50Hz
239 X 239 X 91 cm
7
44
5
Two 2-SPEED
1211 LPM
230V 32A*
1685 L
381/2066 kg
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